EVERYDAY CURRENT AFFAIRS–AUGUST
23,2021
TAMIL NADU
 Veteran BJP leader and the party’s former Rajya Sabha MP L Ganesan - has
been appointed as the governor of Manipur.

 Ganesan, 76, becomes the second BJP leader from Tamil Nadu to be made the
governor of a state in recent years.
 The first was former BJP TN president Tamilisai Soundararajan, who was
appointed Telangana governor and now holding additional charge as lieutenant
governor of Puducherry.
 Ganesan served in the RSS during the period from 1967-91
 He joined the BJP in Tamil Nadu in 1991 as general secretary (organization) and
held the post until 2003, when he was elevated as BJP national vice president.
 Ganesan returned to Tamil Nadu as president of the party’s state unit and served
in that post for three years.
 He was later nominated to the Rajya Sabha by the BJP to serve the residual
period after Najma Heptullah, who was elected to the Upper House from Madhya
Pradesh, was made governor of Manipur.
 Ganesan served the Upper House Rajya Sabha for 18 months.
 Najma Heptullah’s term as governor of Manipur ended early this month and now
Ganesan has been appointed to the post.
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 The Union Cabinet, chaired by the Prime Minister, Narendra Modi - has
given its approval for ratification of the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal
Protocol on phasing down of Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs).
 India’s decision comes following the similar decisions by the United States and
China, the world’s largest producers and consumers of HFCs.
 India is planning to draw up a national strategy for phase-down of HFCs by the
year 2023 in “consultation with all industry stakeholders”
 India will complete its phase down of HFCs in 4 steps from 2032 onwards with
cumulative reduction of 10% in 2032, 20% in 2037, 30% in 2042 and 85% in
2047.
 A complete phase-out of HFCs by 2050 would prevent about 0.5 degree Celsius
rise in global temperatures by the end of this century.
 The 2016 Kigali amendment, named after the Rwadan capital where it was
negotiated, was seen as one of the most landmark breakthroughs in the global
efforts to fight climate change
 The HFCs, a set of 19 gases used extensively in the air-conditioning and
refrigerant industry, are much more harmful than carbon dioxide in their ability to
cause global warming
 As pointed out by a recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), the average temperatures of the planet has already risen by
about 1.1 degree Celsius.
 The 1989 Montreal Protocol is aimed at protecting the earth from ozonedestroying chemicals like the chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs, that were earlier used
in the air-conditioning and refrigerant industry
 The Kigali Amendment enabled the Montreal Protocol to mandate the elimination
of HFCs as well.
 Under the Kigali amendment, India has to reduce its HFC use by 80% by the year
2047, while China and the United States have to achieve the same target by the
year 2045 and 2034 respectively.
 A total of 122 countries, including the European Union, had ratified the Kigali
Amendment by the end of July.
 India's highest herbal park, at an altitude of 11,000 feet - inaugurated near
Indo-China Border at Mana village in Uttarakhand's Chamoli district
 The research wing of the forest department of the Uttarakhand government has
developed the park
 The land for the project, which is spread over three acres, was provided by the
Mana Van panchayat under the Union government’s Compensatory Afforestation
Fund Act (CAMPA)
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 Around 40 species of herbal plants found in high alpine areas in the Himalayan
region are conserved in this park
 Many of these are included in the “red list” of the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN), and declared “endangered and threatened” by the
State Biodiversity board.
 The park is categorised into four sections.
 The first section is dedicated to species associated with Badrinath (Lord Vishnu),
while the second is for “Ashtavarga” species, which is a group of eight herbs
found in the Himalayas.
 The third section houses herbs belonging to the Saussurea species, while the
fourth consists of assorted alpine species
 India - is ranked among four South Asian countries where children are most
at risk of the impacts of climate change threatening their health, education,
and protection
 This was revealed in the first ever report of UNICEF focused on children titled
‘The Climate Crisis Is a Child Rights Crisis: Introducing the Children’s Climate
Risk Index’ (CCRI)
 The report ranks countries based on children’s exposure to climate and
environmental shocks such as cyclones and heatwaves, along with access to
essential services.
 Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan and India are among four South Asian
countries where children are at extremely high risk of the impacts of the climate
crisis, with a ranking of 14th, 15th, 25th and 26th respectively.
 CCRI has placed India as one of the 33 extremely high risk countries with flooding
and air pollution leading to socio-economic adverse consequences for women and
children.
 Approximately 1 billion children live in one of the 33 countries classified as
“extremely high-risk”, including the four South Asian countries.
 It is estimated that more than 600 million Indians will face ‘acute water shortages’
in the coming years
 As per the report, flash flooding is to increase significantly in the majority of India’s
urban areas once the global temperature increase rises above 2° Celsius.
 Twenty-one of the world’s 30 cities with the most polluted air in 2020 were in
India.
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INTERNATIONAL
 China’s National People’s Congress – has passed one of the world’s
strictest data privacy laws designed to protect online user data privacy
 The law, called the Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL), is set to take
effect on November 1.
 As per the new rules, State and private entities handling personal information will
be required to reduce data collection and obtain user consent.
 The law stipulates that the personal data of Chinese nationals cannot be
transferred to countries with lower standards of data security than China
 Companies that fail to comply can face fines to the tune of up to 50 million yuan
(around Rs 57 crore) or 5% of their annual turnover.
 The Personal Information Protection Law, along with the Data Security Law, mark
two major regulations set to govern China's internet in the future.
 The Data Security law, to be implemented on September 1, provides a framework
for companies to classify data based on its economic value and relevance to
China's national security.
 In China, companies like ride hailing giant Didi and gaming behemoth Tencent
have been accused of misuse of personal data in recent months.

DEFENCE
 India and Russia - signed a deal for the immediate procurement of 70,000
latest AK series of assault rifles for Indian Army under the provisions of
emergency procurement

 The contract was signed between the Ministry of Defence and Russian
representatives, in the presence of officials from Indo-Russia Rifles Private Ltd —
a rifle-manufacturing firm that will lead the indigenous production of AKs in India
 These rifles are expected to begin arriving in the country from November this
year.
 As part of mega infantry modernisation programme, the army is purchasing a
large number of light machine guns, battle carbines and assault rifles to replace
its ageing and obsolete weapons.
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 The present purchase comes four years after the Army began the process to
acquire around seven lakh rifles, 44,000 light machine guns and nearly 44,600
carbines in 2017.
 In September last year, India and Russia signed a major deal for manufacturing 6
lakh AK-47 203 rifles in India, which is yet to take off
 The deal was first announced in 2018 and Prime Minister Narendra Modi had
even inaugurated the production facility at the Korwa Ordnance Factory in Uttar
Pradesh’s Amethi district in March 2019.
 The AK-47 203 is the latest and most advanced version of the AK-47 rifle, which
will replace the Indian Small Arms System (INSAS) 5.56x45 mm assault rifle.
 The Indian armed forces also use the American SIG716 rifles, which are
chambered for the 7.62×51 mm round and were procured by the Army under a
fast-tracked process.
 The frontline infantry soldiers will be equipped with the SIG while the rest will use
the AK-203.
 At the time of finalising the deal, the Indian Army has a requirement for around
770,000 AK-47 203 rifles, of which 100,000 would be imported and the rest will be
manufactured in India
 The Indo-Russia Rifles Private Ltd is a joint venture between the Ordnance
Factory Board (OFB), the Kalashnikov Concern (manufacturer of the AK rifles)
and Rosoboronexport — the Russian state agency for military exports.
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